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News

ACQUISITIONS

Spanish smoker confirms Alfesca purchase
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Eva Tallaksen
A Spanish smoked salmon producer in September confirmed
acquiring Alfesca’s local salmon
arm, Vensy Espana, which sells
its products under the Skandia
brand.
The confirmation by Xantelmar, a smoked salmon producer
in northern Spain, ends the search
for the buyer started after Alfesca
-- home to Labeyrie and Farne
Salmon and Trout -- had disposed
of Vensy.
Based in Bera, located in the
Basque region of Spain, Xantelmar is part of the food company
Martiko, which is owned by the
large holding group Seirokbat.
In 2005, the company produced
1,800 metric tons of salmon and
ranked as Spain’s second-largest
smoked salmon producer.
At the time, it supplied retailers
such as Carrefour, Eroski and El
Corte Ingles.
Alfesca and its French gourmet
food subsidiary Labeyrie have

consistently refused to confirm
the acquisition.
Xantelmar said its CEO, Gregorio Mitxelena, was unable to
comment on the deal.
Xantelmar becomes Vensy’s
third owner since 1999, when Alfesca acquired it.
At the time, it was owned by
the family seafood company Ubago Group and financial holding
Dinamia.
The news comes as Alfesca
denied rumors it had held talks
about a possible sale of its U.K.
smoked salmon business, Farne
Salmon and Trout.
It follows an executive reshuffling at Alfesca, which saw the
company create a new arm to take
over all of its export activities.
Labeyrie’s former head, Xavier
Gaudio, was appointed to head
the new branch, called Alfesca
International, while Jacques
Trottier was appointed to replace
Gaudio.
Alfesca is Europe’s largest
smoked salmon supplier, via

NEW OWNER: Xantelmar, a smoked salmon producer in northern
Spain, is the new owner of Vensy Espana, purchasing the processing
business from Alfesca for an undisclosed price. Xantelmar becomes
Vensy’s third owner since 1999, when Alfesca acquired it.

subsidiaries Labeyrie and Delpierre, and owns U.K.-based shrimp
processor Lyons Seafood.
It has annual sales of around

€640 million ($906 million).
The group was formerly listed
on the Icelandic stock exchange,
but went private in August 2009.

equipment

Albus introduces shrimp deheader
IntraFish Media
In today’s seafood industry there
is little room for inefficient, laborintensive processes.
Despite this, removal of the head
from smaller shrimp and prawns
has remained firmly rooted in the
past as a manual task.
Over the past six years, Steve
Frith, managing director of Albus
Solutions Ltd., a Northern Irelandbased company, says significant
strides have been made toward
automating this task.
A commercial solution to deheading the Dublin Bay Prawn
(Nephrops norvegicus) was
achieved in 2009. However, the
reality of commercializing and
marketing a completely new innovation proved challenging.
The diminished demand for
seafood in the current international downturn left producers
and processors more risk averse
in terms of embracing novel technologies, said Frith.
Rather than pushing in a bear
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market, Albus decided to focus on
research and development in the
short term, to develop the deheading principles further for other
shrimp and prawn species.
The company turned its attention to northern shrimp (Pandalus
borealis). The new principles it
developed for this species after 14
months are much more adaptable
to suit other species, said Frith.
“This has had further knockon benefits, as the R&D focus allowed us to optimize the original
principles, making the deheading process for Dublin Bay Prawn
more accurate and user-friendly,”
he said.
The patented deheading technology works by sensors allowing
the detection of optimum deheading location on each consecutively
conveyed prawn and shrimp.
“The beauty of the new principles is that with minimum
amendments the technology can
be adapted to suit virtually any
prawn and shrimp species,” said
Frith. “In addition, the modular
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Off with their heAds: Albus solution’s shrimp deheading technology can be adapted to suit virtually any prawn or shrimp species.

nature of the deheading tracks allows deheading to be upscaled to
meet any capacity. The deheading
technology can be integrated into
most existing processing lines.”

Payback in terms of labor-saving gains is rapid, Frith said, and
the more automated the process,
the less chance of contamination
through manual handling.
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